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Abstract: Recent studies of nuclear mass models show that it is essential to account for the
Coulomb redistribution energy when calculating the nuclear potential e lelgy in the heavy-
element region. Results obtained by use of a mass model that includes Coulomb redistri-
bution etTects are analyzed. Q values for a decay and /3 decay ar calculated. Half-lives

for a decay are estimated by use of the Viol& Seaborg systematic. For EC, /3+ decay
and @- decay, half- liv~s are calculated in a microscopic QRPA model. Calculated siuglc-
particle level structures in the hravy-element region are presented. These indicate possible
regions of isomers that would be unusually stable with respect to spontaneous fission and
a decay, Finally, we discuss the implications of eariicr extensive work on fission propcrtim

of nuclei in this region,

1 Introduction

The first man-made elements beyond uranium were originally tho’.lght to have INV*II
produced by Fermi and his coworkers’ ‘3) in the 1930’s. Later, these ne(ltrorl-irl(lllr(~(l
reactions were shown to result in the previously unkrlown dm.ay III(AC of fissim] And tlw
radioactive reactio~ products to be nmltrcm-rich isotopes of prt:viously ktmwn (’lrrIwm,s,
with masses roughly half that of the originnl systcm, i[owrwr, wxm ~ftrr this (liscovrryq

the penin~ula of krown rlemcnts WM rxtcndml to Imptunium 4, Rnd plutoniulli ‘). ‘1’11~1
rlforts to cxtrn(l the prnimll]a of km)wl] AcIIwIIts IIhvr sinm ti+kml us furtlmr MI(I fllrtllrr
,away from IIrnnillll], which is tlw l~st, rlwIwIIt orcllrrillg in wwily (Ictm-tal)lc (l[l~lltitim ~)t)

wtrtll, ‘1’he rnont I)rotoll- r;ch rlm IWIII(Lllrrmltly kl~owll, 2*10!), (x)nl,ninillg I7 Ilmrc [)rot~ms

Ilhm] Iirnnilllll, wm~(Iiwwvcrcd ill 1!)S2“),
. ..—. —

I p~rlllnllrllt ~(~tlrew: II, h~~)llrrsciollti~ic ( :I)llll)llt,itlgmIII (;rnphim, Inr, 1) (). IIOK11140,lJM Alnml~,
NPWMoxiro R75411,IISA
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The number of elements is limited because nuclei become i~cre=ingly unst~41e with
respect to spontaneous fission and a decay as the proton number increases. Between
thorium and the heavy fermium isotopes the spontaneous-fission half-life decreases by 30
orders of magnitude. However, in the mid- 1960’s it was speculated that this trend might
be broken at the next magic numbers beyond those ill the doubly magic nucleus 2~Pb126.
Meld~er suggested 71S)that the next magic proton number beyond 82 is 114 and Myers
and Swiatecki’) estimated that the fission barrier of such a superheavy nucleus should
be several MeV high. At this time Strutinsky loI1l) introduced his method for calculating
microscopic shell corrections, which revolutionized the calculation of both fission barriers
and the ground-state masses which are obtained from potential-energy surfaces.

Soon a Iargc number of quantitative calculations 12-lg) based on the Strutinsky method
appeared. These calculations were considered more reliable than earlier speculations 011
the existence of a superheavy island. Half-lives of about 10g years for the most stable
nuclei in the superheavy region were obtained in several calculations. At the same time
it was pointed out that because of the extreme sensitivity of the calculated spontaneous-
fission half-lives to small changes in the potential energy and because of other model
uncertainties, the possible errors in the half-life calculations could well exceed a factor cf
106. Many experimental attempts, all negative, were made to leap across the region of
very unstable nuclei to the center of the proposed superheavy island by use of heavy-ion
react ions.

~ince tile first burst of interest in t’~e superheavy elements in the late 1960’s and early
1970’s some of the theoretical models used at that time have undergone extensive rr-
finemen,ts. In 1981 a macroscopic- mluroscopic model with several essential improvements
relative to its early 1970 formulation was used to calculate nuclear masses, ground -statr
deformations and fission-barrier heights for nuclei throughout tile periodic system 1711U).
Studies 19) of the results of the calculations showed that a very good and detailed descrip-
tion of n]any nuclear-struct,ure properties for nuclei throughout the periodic systcm WM
obtained. The calculations wmc therefore extt-mded to the supmheavy region in 1986 20),
Relative to earlier results Ia-lti) some significant differences were obtained for these ele-
ments in the new calculations.

The longest lived supmhcavy elmncnt.s wrre found to be ‘Ml 10 and ‘WI 10, with (ti-
decay half-lives slightly less than 1 y, although no spontaneous-fission half-lives were cal-
culated. This result, if accu:atc, rules ollt the possibility of superheavy elements in natur~,
‘1’hecalculations ‘SJ21)also showed an area of unumally Iargc negative microscopic corrrr-
tionu t’or de~ormed nuclei centered around 2721I (t. Similar results were obtained by others
in calculations 22123) baaed on a Woo(!r+SaxoII single-particle potential. In parnllcl, thr
discovery ‘124’28)of the r.ew eltments 2’”107 ‘flm108 and 2M109 showed that threw nmltron-

dt+hient nuclei had indeed shell-stahilizcd ;luclcar ground states, in close agrwrmmt with
rnlculationa 10120122123),Mm .Arlnhrufltvr ~fi) first pointed out to us the signitiramw of thr
large ncflativc ntwll crmrctions that w~”roohtaincd for nuclei in thin r~gion 10).

Ilowever, alrlhollgll the I!)(?1- I!186 moflrlx md ralclll~timln 1711S’21)rrprmwnte(l a Hignif-

irnnt itllprovrmwllt over t,hc mmloln IIWI(larolll]{l 1!)70, rvnllmti(m of the rcnultr4 il)dirntml
lhat smwrid kddilmlal ifllprovcmmts wwx: por4siM(*, 511A ilnprovmmtu havr mw lmw

il)corpor~tml into LIIPlImdol, whirh IIIW4 Ilhfw lmw IIrwd to carry (nit a Iv’w rhlrlllnl.i(m I)(
l~~wlrar grolln(l-r4tatr l~roportiml ‘[’II(*II(’Wro~lllts rwr I)artirularly rrliatde in llw tmvy
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element region, and we therefore present a new study of the stability of nuclei abot~e Pb

based on this latest version of the model. The new features of the model are discussed
in the next section, immediately followed by a presentation of the most recent reslllts
obtained for the heaviest elements.

2 Model

The model used in the current calculations will be completely specified in a forth-
coming contribution to Atomic Data and Nuclar Data Tables 27). This model has its
origin in a 1981 nuclear mass formula ‘7) which utilized the folded- Yukawa single- p?,rt,icle
potential developed in 1!372 2U129). The macroscopic model used in the 1981 ca]culatiol)
was a liquid-drop model with a modified surface-energy term to account for the finite
range of the nuclear force, The modified surface energy term was given by the Yuk.awa-
plus-exponential finite-range model ‘). The combination of this macroscopic term with
the folded- Yukawa single-particle model we designate the finite-range liquid-drop model
(FRLDM) 31). The macroscopic part in this formulation does not describe such features
as nuclear compressibility and corresponding variations in the proton and neutron radii.

The droplet model 32-34), an extension of the original liquid-drop model 9, that includes
higher-order terms in A “/3 and (N – Z)/A, does describe such features. However, in its
original formulation the droplet model w~ very inaccurate for nuclei far from stability and
also failed catastrophically 30) to reproduce fission barriers of medium-mass nuclei, These
deficiencies led Myers to suggest that the surface-energy terms cf the droplet model also
be generalized to account. for the finite range of the nuclmr force. Thus, the Yukawa-pllls-
exponential model for the surface tension was incorporated into the droplet n~odel, During
this work it also became apparent that the description of nuclear compressibility was
unsatisfactory, since the squeezing of the eel,.lal density of light nuclei was overpredictml.
The deficiency was serious because it starts to become important already at about A = 120
and becomes even more pronounced for lighter ruclei. ‘r. account for compressibility
effects for light nuclei and for other higher-order effects an empi-ic~l exponential tcrln

Wa9 added 351M)
The additions of the finite-range surface-energy effects and exponential term to tl~c

droplet model 3s) resulted in ciram~tic i[nprovcrnents in its predictive properties, ~q SIIIII-

marized in the discussion of table A in ref. ‘). The gencralimd droplet rnodcl cond,imxl
with a microscopic term detx=rminrd fmm tlm folded-Yl~kawa single-pmtirlr tmxlcl wc
call the finite-range droplet model (FRDM ) 351~), Mam calcul~tions bamwl on both III(I
FRLDM 3’) and the FRDM’) were prcsmrtcd in the 1!)$8 review of IIIMR i~(~(l~l~ il] Aton]ic
Data and Nuclear Data Tablm. These calculations also used an iml:rovwi pairing IIIo(lrl

rciative to that used in ti]c i!ll I work. iII tile 1988 rcnllits the Prror i;~ ti~t* F’l{i)fv[ WM
AbOU~ ioyo bW(!r ~hAll tiid ill til(? ~RIIi)M.

llowevrr, tlwrc were two !Ilhjor ~ltlrwroivc(i is~mw in the 1!)8!+caiclllations. i;irst, Ilu’r(’
(’xisteri some ridicirncics ill tlw ]mirillg III()(i(’i nll(i lmralnvtcr (’hoi(xw ti~~t ww(’ Ilwvi.
Srron(i, r~ rm(i (n ~’tlni)c(i~grmw of f’rvc(iol]~WOWIstiii IIot. i[lci~l(iwi, so {icvintio[lt+ iwl,w~*’11
cnicllintc(i rm(i Ilmwllro(i IIIa.wws (iIIe 1,0 tiIfI otllissioll” of tiIeHP .qiIa])r (iqr(w of frw-~lotll

wrrr stili prewmt. ~xtrw~ivo illvf%tigiltiolls of lmiril)g Illo(icls Rll(i tiwir Imrallmtms Ilitlf’
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uow been completed and resulted in an improvd formulation of the pairing model 37). We
have now also minimized the potential energy with respect to C3and C6shape degrees of
freedom. An overview of the results has been given in a paper on Coulomb redistribution ,
effects=). The FRDM, which includes Coulomb /distribution effects, is now the preferred
nuclear mass model. The error of this model is 0.778 MeV for the region of nuclei from ‘(;()
and above, with a much smaller error for the heavier region. For example, in the regio[l
above N = 65 the error is only 0.465 MeV, Figure 1 shcws the results of the FRDM
calculation. As usual the top part shows the differences between measured masses and
the fitted FRDM plotted against the neutron number N, with isotopes of a particular
element connected by a line. These “experimental microscopic corrections” are to br
compared with the microscopic corrections themselves, which are plotted in the middle
part of the figure. When the macroscopic and microscopic parts of the mus calculation
are combined and subtracted from the me=urecl masses the deviations in the bottom part
of the figure remain, The trends of the error in the heavy region su~-gest that this mass
model should be equally reliable for nuclei beyond the current end of the periodic. system
as for those nuclei that were used in the determination of the parameters of the model.

When C3 and C6 shape degrees of freedom were inciuded in the mass calculations it
became clear that the FRLDM, which does not treat Coulomb redistribution effects is
deficient in the heavy-element region, as is seen in fig. ‘2. The volume Coulomb redistri-
bution term is proportional to Z2A1/3. The deficiencies present for heavy nuclei in the
FRLDM calculations occur because it does not include terms of such high power in Z and
AM),

3 Results

Tables of calculated n]awics, sllapm ancl some other quantities of interest will be slltJ-
mitted to a forthcoming issue of Atomic Data ancl Nuclear Data Tables 2’), I[crc W(I
present al]d discuss sornc adtlitional r(wlllts for tl~c Ileavy-element, region extending froll)

nuclei in the vicinity of 2#~Ph126, which is the last known doubly magic mIclms, to III(I

superheavy region.

3. I Reliability

(1)
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combination Z, N.
However, it is clear that rms measure of model error actually also includes contribu-

tions from the experimental errors. Because many new mass measurements are associated
with errors that are of comparable magnitude to the model error, an error concept that
does not include the experimental error is needed, To introduce such an error concept a
new set of equations for determining model parameters and error were derived 31) by use of
statistical arguments and a maximum-likelihood method. The method entails minimizing
S with respect to the model parameters p., where

(2)

and solvinz

n (kfjxp- ftfjh)’- (u;xp’+ u,,’) ~
E = (3)
i=l \&2 + ~~h’)’

The theoretical error is represented by ~~h and does not depend on proton or neutron
number. We thus awume that the result of a calculation of a particular maw is a number
that is tile sum of the true mzws and a random variable, with the random variable normally
distributed with standard deviation ~~h. Finally, the experimental errors a:xP depend on
the particular experiment and are always given together with the rnemured masses. In
contr=t to the theoretical error they are different for each neutron proton pair Z – N.

Thus we are led to one additional equation relative to the usual least-squares equations
that arise when model parameters are estimated by adjustments to experimental data
under the awurnption of a perfect theory, that is, ~th’ = O. Equations (2) and (S),
constitute a system of m + 1 equations that arc to bc solved together.

[t is instructive to rewrite eq. (0) as

where
I

(4)

(5)

and
k=2 ((i)

Written in this way, the unknown fl~h~enters 011 both sides of the equal sign in q. (’t),
but the equation is suitable for an iteri+tive dctermiriation of fl,h2. We have found that thr
convergence iu extremely rapid, An inlrrprrlaiion, not a proof, of this equation is that
the rx~crimcntal error is “sllt)tractt’d m]t” (rolr] the diffmmuc bctwem the cxpcrimclltal
ai)d cfdculatml rn~wtw,

A r-ornrmm Iniwxmception i~ thnt OII(! lI&~ to “throw away” (Ida points thmt hnve (’rrors
ttlnt arr cq{lnl to or larger tllall tllc rrrx)r of thr III()(IFI wtlow paratnett’rs are drtertllilim{.
When the ntmvc formalinm is IId thi~ is IN) longm rmxvwary.

SincP our ncw ITIMSrnodcl WM dcvcl(~pfvl OIIlmyrm-rntly w(’ ran Imt tmt its rt+inl)ility
irl nvw regions of f]ll(.lf’i Lo its Imforrllm)c($ ill fllw rt’gioll (J( iluctci to whrrc {I)(’ IIlo(lrl
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parameters were adjusted, because sufficiently many new data points are not available.
Therefore we have resorted to a simple simulation. We have pretended that we had only
available the experimental data set we used in our 1981 mass calculation 17) and adjusted
the model parameters to this data set. We then studied the error between calculated

masses and the 351 new masses that are now measured ‘g). We plot the comparison

versus neutrons from @stability in fig. 3.
We note no systematic increase in the error away from stability. For the new region of

nuclei the error is 0.848 MeV, compared to 0.765 McV in the region where the parameters
were adjusted, representing an 1l~o growth in the error. However, this growth in error
may be entirely attributed to the contribution from the two nuclei 230 and 240 indicated
by open circles. The error for the remaining 349 nuclei, 0.758 MeV, is slightly lower
ihan the error in the original region. We have also checked that if all currently known
nuclei, including the ones shown in the fig~~reare included when the model parameters
are determined, the error is still about 0.84 MeV for the region of nuclei in fig. 3, with the
large error for the two most neutron-rich cxygen nuclei remaining. This possibly indicates
that such light and neutron-rich nuclei are outside the region of applicability of the model.

Mass models based on postulated shell correction terms and on a correspondingly
larger number of parameters normally diverge outside the region where the parameters
were determined, As an example of such behavior we show the error of the von Groote et
al. ‘o) mass calculation for the same region of nuclei Here we observe :hat the error grows
far from stability, and that the error here is 1.143 MeV, that is more than 80% larger that
the 0.627 MeV error in the region that correspo~ds approximately to the region wherr
the parameters were adjusted.

3.2 Shell-plus-pairing corrections

Calcul~ted shell-plus-pairing corrections for the region above Pb are displayed in fig. 5
in the form of a contour diagram, with contours at intervals of I MeV. Every fifth coil -
tour is drawn with a heavier line. Minima in contour diagrams of calculated microscopic
corrections are usually associated with pairs of magic neutrcn and proton numbers. ‘1’hlls,
in the lower-left-hand corner of t!~e diagram wc see a minilmum below -10 MeV, corrc-
.qponding to the do~lbly magic nuclclls a~~Pb12a. In the upper- right-hi-d corner of thr
figure is another minimum at proton nulntmr Z = 114 and neutron number N = 178.
This minimum is located in the region of suprrheavy elements (S11lb). The value ob-
tained here for the next magic neutron n[lmbrr Iwyorrd N =: I26 is different frmn Ihr
value N = 184 which is obtained in lno:,t older calclllatiom 12-’6), I),lt agrem with carlittr
resulte 20) obtained in macroscopic -il~icroscopic ralculatii’ns basml on the folde(l-Yukaw~
single-particle model with the :+a[m’spin-orbit and diffuseness parametms that are IIWI

here. Although N = 184 is ohtainrd iw a IIlagic l)~lll]br in calculations Ix-w(I 011 tht’
Wom_lrbSaxon potential, the shell corlectiol) is alrlmst const~nt in the interval Iwt,ww’11
N = 178 and N = ]84 ‘(]), and is very similar to that obt~,irmd hw-.

‘1’he Irwst stlat)l(’ II IIClrIIS in tllic S111! rrgion (Iom lIot c(wrvspoll(l to the positiol) ()( lllr
mirliilmm in tllc tt)icrosrxq)ic Corrm”tfioll I)llt i3 insl,rad (If’tcrlilimd by thr Imlatl(’r lwlwfw*II
(t (Im’rty, lj (Iccay MI(I SIX)IIli LII(Y)IIS Iissi(m, ‘1’IIvw*(lw~y tlm(lm will I)r (Iis(llss(vl ill liIIIJI

srctions,
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Table 1: Predicted ground-state masses (in MeV) for two superheavy nuclei in two differ-
ent models, Note the 3-MeV difference between the results of the two models for 272110,
which is relatively close to the heaviest known nucleus.

Nucleus 1991 27) 1988Ji I‘)
z I A FRDLM FRLDhl FRDM FRLDM

110 272 133.76 136.75 133.40 136.33
110 288 165.0,5 166.24 163.82 165.16

The structure in the shell-plus-pairing correction has the interesting feature that the
contours are not diamond-like around the minimum in the SHE region. Instead, t[lere
is a peninsula of stability extending from the superheavy island toward the region of
known heavy elements. On this peninsula there is a “rock” of increa,cd stability centered
atZ= 110 and N = 162. These strl~ctures were partially visible in the 1981 mass
calculation ‘U)and in later work 19’20).S~milar structures are also present in Woods-Saxon
calculations 23). The rock of stability corresponds to gaps in the level spectra at dejormed
shapes, as may be seen later in figs, 12 and 13. The unusual stability with respect to fission
of ~~Fm152 is associated with similar gaps in the single-particle level spectra, again at
deformed shapes, M shown later in figs. 10 and 11. However, in the contour diagram in
fig. 5 these gaps are not manifested as a minimum but instead as a r~dge-plateau.

When superheavy elements were first considered it Wa thought that they collld bc
reached only by leaping across a sea of instability to regions close to the center of thr
superheavy region. However, the presence of the peninsula of stability extending from
the center of the supcrheavy region has allowed the gradual extension “I’z) of the region
of known elements in recent years.

3.3 Ground-state masses and shapes

Ollr mass calclllation ‘7’3e) inclucie~ S!)7!1nuclei extending from 160 to ,4 = 339 and

from the proton drip line to the neutron drip line. Because the volume Coulomb redistri-
bution term that is included in the FR13M is proportional to Z2A’13, this term grows very
rapidly for increasingly heavy nuclei. One therefore expects that masses calculated in tlw
FRDM and r-names calculated in models that do not account for Coulomb redistribution
effects will diverge rapidly M one nrovm towards Ilcavier nuclei, In table 1 wr con~ptirr
results obtained in tile FRDM and F’RLDM, ‘t’tIt!(Iiff’erencc hctw~n the results of the two
models for 271110 is 3 MeV. ‘l’he Fl{ t)hl, which includm Coulomb redistribution cfrm.ts,
yirlds grrmnd states with lower rncrgy. Ttlus, a(’cording to this lnodel. in ht=avy-ion rwu-
tions the ronlpollnri syst,rm is crratcd at a Ilighcr recitation mmrgy r~lative to prcdicfions
of tno Iels that do not accmlnt for ( ‘olllomh rcdistrihution effects.

Norrnd]y, thr Iwxadrcnpole dc(ormatiorl cmmlirlatp C4rxhibits tlw following hrhavi[)r
M a fllnction of thr Ior-atiorl of R rIII(.lrIIS in ;~ dvformd r(~gior) Imtwrw ulajor sIIPII, s: In
the beginning of R (Irforrlw(l rcgior” ‘r4 IS N!rollg]y llcgatlv~, in ttlt’ rni(l(lk it is CIOW-t~) zc’r~)
and toward ttw CIIIl it is slr(,llgl~’ ~)ofitlv~ ‘1’lli~is AIs() t,llc (.a.sc for tll(j regi~)rl Iwlw(!’11
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2@Pb and 29s114. Thus, as may be expected from this general rule, our calculations yield
272110 The systematic u. the hexadecapole deformationthe deformation 64 w 0.10 for .

throughout the periodic system may be seen in ref. 19).

3.4 a decay

The three heaviest known elements with proton number 107, 108 and 109 were all
identified from their cwdecay chains ‘I*’,%), which limited their stability. The neutron
number of the first identified isotope of each element was in all three cases N = 157. As

an example of FRDM results we show calculated and measured Q. values in fig. 6 along
the N = 157 isotonic line. The agreement is excellent, except for a small deviation for
the two heaviest elements in the sequence, The results are very similar to those obtained
in 1986 20) by use of the 1981 ‘7) formulation of the mass model.

In 1989 Munzenberg et al. 43) compared Q values for CYdecay along the N = 154 and
N = 155 isotonic lines to predictions of the 1988 FRLDM 3’). In fig. 7 we make a similar
comparison of measured data to predictions of the current FRDM 27). The new results
show improved agreement with the measured values, The improvement is mainly due to
the inclusion of the @ shape degree of freedom,

From our mass table we have calculated Q values for a decay in the heavy-element
r~gion. Corresponding a-decay half-lives were estimated by use of the Viola-Seaborg
systematic 44) and are shown in fig. 8. Only half-lives equal to or shorter than 1 s have
been included. The nucleus 272110 has a calculated cr-decay half-life of about 16 ms. The
nuclei *U1 10 and *W110 in the center of the superheavy island have calculated cr-drcay
half-lives of 161 y and 438 y, respectively.

3.!5 /3 decay

For O decay we have made similar studies as fur CYdecay, although the (?-decay ha! f-life
calculation is more sophisticated, since it is based on a microscopic QRPA model 45’46).
We show in fig. 9 calculated half-lives for ~ decay. In the half-life calculation only allowed
Gamow-Teller transitions were considered, so the decay rates may be underestimated
somewhat. To avoid odd-even staggering effects, only even-eveu nuclei were considered
for these plots. Odd nuclei would be expected to have slightly shorter half-lives, due to
higher Q values for the most energetic transitions to Iow-lyin states,

3.6 Single-particle levels

We show theoretical single-particle level diagrams appropriate to two heavy regions,
namely the ‘52Fm region in figs, 10 and 11 and the 272110 region in figs. 12 and 13. In thr
first cam C4 s O for the g ound-state configuration and in the second case C4 x 0.1. In
figs, 1’2and 13 we have therefore incl~ldeci an ~t shape co~nprment for prolate deformations,
as indicated on the top of the figures. We note that at 2szFm there are gaps in t}]r
proton and neutron single-particle level spectra at Z = 100 and N = 15’2 for defornl~$(l
shapes. This gap leads to unlls~lal stahilit:’ with rmpect to fission for ‘52Fm and a fw
neighboring nuclei. For the level diagrams corresponding to ‘7X11(I the slightly diffmcnt ,’1
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value implies somewhat different single-particle potential parameters ‘8), but it is mainly
the development of a large C4component in the ground-state shape that is responsible for
the significant difference between the two sets oi’ level diagrams in the prolate region. In
the latter two diagrams there are now deformed gaps at Z = 110 and N = 162. These
gaps are responsible for the local “rock” of stability seen at this location in fig. 5.

Several high-spin orbitals occur in the region just above N = 152. In fact, as can
be seen in fig. 13 the six neutron levels between N = 152 and N = 164 have spin and

- 1+ 3+ 7+ 9+
parity~,~l~,~l; and ~-. One can therefore expect hindrance of spontaneous-
fission half-lives of odd nuclei by up to 10 orders of magnitude in particularly favorable
cases in this region 47). Some cr decays should also have large hindrance factors. In one
experiment 43), results for CYdecay of element 107 indicate hindrance factors of up to s2.
Experimentally, spontaneous fission of 257Fm is hindered by about 9 orders of magnitude.

in agreement with the theoretical result, where the odd neutron is a ;
9+

orbital. Because
the model predicts the levels above N = 152 to be very close-lying, it is not possible to
predict the exact level order here. lIowever, one should observe that both the Z = 109
proton orbital and the N = 163 neutron orbital lie Fairly far from other levels at the

ground-state deformation. Therefore, the predictions of the relative positions of these

two levels can be expected to be somewhat more certain. These levels are high-spin levels
with spin and parity ~+ for proton level 109 and ~- for neutron level 163. Thus, with an
odd particle in one or both of these levels, spontaneous-fission half-lives should be strongly
hiridered. In general, one can expect strong vat iations in spontaneous-fission and cr-decay
half-lives in this region for odd-particle systems, with values that depend strongly on the
particular odd-particle orbital relevant for the decay,

3.7 Spontaneous fission

Because loss of stability with respect to spontaneous fission Iiimits the number of’
elements to only a few more than a hundred, studies of spontaneous-fission properties
are crucial for understanding the stability properties of the heavy elements. For a long
time experimental studies of spontaneol]s-fission properties showed very gradual, smooth
and predictable changes of such properties as spontaneous-fission half- liveo and mass and
kinetic-energy distributions as the region of known nuclei above uranium expanded. “1’he
first reasonably successful calculations of spontaneous-fission half-lives for a wide rang~
of heavy nuclei were presented 48-s 1) in the years following 1970, However, at the same
time evidence started to accumulate that there were rapid changes in fission properties in
the heavy fermium region, The first observation of the onset of symmetric fission at the
end of the periodic system was a study 52) of ‘~7Fm fission. For 25sFm the changes M.(*
even more dramatic, Fission becomes symmetric with a very narrow mass distribution,
the kinetic energy of the fragments is abollt 35 McV higher than in the asymmetric
fission of 238Fm and the spontanmms-fission half-life is 0.38 ms, compared to 2.86 h for
2s8Fm Now, additional experiment data are available on nuclei in this region of tiapidly
changing fission properties ‘3’s4), ThesP expmitnental results were interpreted as pointing
to two different fission paths in the [)c)!ter~tial-~’r~ergysurface, a conventional path leading
to elongated scission fragments and low kinetic en(*rgies, and another path Icading to tiir
compact scission configuration of two touching sphrric. 1 nuclei, resu!ting in high kim’tic
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energies.
Although theoretical considerations had far earlier led co suggestions of sc veral fission

paths in the potential-energy surface, theoretical spontaneous-fission half-life calculations ~
until rather recently considered only shape parameterizations that allowed for the conven -
tional valley 2355-57). The first calculation that showed pronounced multi-valley structl]re
and included the corresponding spontaneous-fission half-lives was performed in refs. JN’S9).
An improvd model that also included odd nuclei was presented somewhat Iatsr 47). These
results 56) showed that some of the good agreement between calculated spontaneous-fission
half-lives and measured values obtained in earlier calculations 5)155)for elements close \~J
258Fm was fortuitous.

It would be most consistent to present calculations of spontaneous-fission half-lives
b~ed on our latest model here. However, before a substant,ia] amount of time is investe(]

in such a calculation there are several issues that were raised in previous work 47’@)that
should be addressed. These include f~lrther studies ~f the shape-dependencies of the
Wigner and AO terms, studies of the reliability of the Strutinsky method for systems that
divide into asymmetric fragments, and the development of a reliable model for the inertia
associated with fission. A model for the inertia should take into account the radically
different internal microscopic structure along the fission path leading to conventional
scission shapes and the path leading to the two-touching-sphere configuration. Thus,
uncertainties associated with using the older model formulations are probably smaller
than error; arising from the other unresolved issues discussed above. We therefore limit
ourselves here to quote some of the earlier results of extensive studies of fission properties
that should remain valid in the new model formulation, to empha..ize some important
points that are often neglected or misunderstood. More detailed discussions of the fission
properties are found in the complete papers ‘7’58).

We show in fig. 14 shapes that are appropriate for studies of potential-energy surfaces
leading to different scission configurations. A corresponding potential-energy surface for
256Fm is shown in fig. 15. Note that the figure of the potential-energy surface extends to
somewhat larger r values than do the shapes. In the figure the conventional fission path
leading to elongated scission shapes is indicated by a dot-dashed line and the path leading
to compact scission shapes is indicated by a short-dashed line, However, these two paths
do not explain why the spontaneous-fission half-life is of comparable magnitude along the
two paths. Since spontaneolw-fission half-lives are very sensitive to small variations in
the barrier energy one would expect differences of several orders of magnitude betwxrn
the spontaneous-fission half-lives along these two paths, unless an accidental agreement
occurs. Experimentally ‘3) it is observed that about 107o of the fission events for 2s8F’nl
correspond to fission leading to elongated scission configurations. There are several othm
observations of such “bimodal” fission behavior 53), Therefore, a mechanism that dom
not invoke a single, accidental occltrrencc as an explanation must be found.

In our first work ‘6,59) we showed that a third path, the switchback path, provides
a mechanism for coinparable fission probabilities into elongated and compact scission
shapes. The bifurcation point for the switchback path and the path to compact scissioll
shape+, indicate{! respectively hy the long-dashed and short -dashmi lines in fig. 15, thw)
occurs so late during the fission process that the renlainder of the harrier penctratit)n
results (rely in a relatively Inodest dif~crrnw ill total fissio[l probabilit,ia between the two
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modes. In the case of 258Fm it has been shov;n further ~~) that mass-asymmetric shape
degrees of ireedom lower the saddle on the switchback path to about the same height as
the saddle in the vicinity of the compact scission shapes.

The fission valley in the lower part of fig. 15 leading to compact scission shapes develops
close to ‘he fragment magic numbers Z = 2 x 50 and ~V = 2 x 82, and disappears far
away from these nllmbers. Thus, the maximum manifestation of this valley occurs at
f~~mls~. Fission halt-lives along the new valley close to this maximum are calculated to
be very short for twl> reasons. The first is, naturally, the low valley itseli’, which makes the
fission barrier thinner, and in some cases even makes the outer part of the barrier with

264Fm has only the inner peak remainingits second peak disappear altogether. Thus,
along this path 58). However, zssFm still h- two peaks along this valley, and. in this cas~>

a second mechanism contributes to its short half-live, namely the radically lower inertia
along this path, as is discussed in detail in our earlier work 47’58).

It is now extremely important to note that neutron number .N’ = 162, which has a
stabilizing effect on the ground sfate of the system. is only two neutron numbers away
from IV = 2 x 82 = 164, which has a desfabili;ing effect on the outer part of the barrier
leading to the emergence of the new valley here. Thus, the spontaneous-fission half-lives
of nuclei in the vicinity of the rock seen at Z = 110 and :V = 162 in fig. 5 depend on the
bclance between the stabilizing effect cm the ground state associated with these n’~cleon
numbers and the destabilizing effect of the new fission valley.

Calculated spontaneous-fission half-lives that include both these effects 47) are roughly
1 ms, to within a few orders of magnitude. For nuclei close to Z = 110 the half-lives
increase slightly as ZV = 162 is approached, whereas close to Z = 100 the half-lives
decrease very rapidly just beyond ,V = 152 and then more gradually as the last few
neutrons are added in the approach to N = lfj’1, Thus, close to ,V = 162 ol~e nl?ey say

very roughly that the stabilizing effect of the ground state and the destabilizing effect of
the valley just about cancel each other. The result is spontaneous-fission half-lives of about
1 ms, with order-of-magnitude uncertainties. Because of the sensitivity of the calculations
to small changes in the potential energy, one has to expect large uncertainties in these
estimates. Certainly one must be prepared for experimental spontaneous-fission ilalf-lives
ranging from 1 ps to I s. Calculated potential-energy surfaces show the new fission valley
L~p to 10 protons above Z = 100 near N = 16~o ‘T]lerefore, we feel that ca]~u]ations

that neglect the influence of the new valley ‘3) severely overestimate the spontaneolls-
fission half-lives of elements in the region close to .N = 162. one cannot, in light of our
present understanding of these nuclei, expect with confidel]ce that o-decay $alf-lives will
be totally dominating. There is a possibility of fission competition. However, because
of normal uncertainties in the calc~llatml spontaneous-fission half-lives, there is still the
possibility that the true spontanemis-fission }lalf-livm are several orders of magnitl]dc
larger than the a-decay halfiives for some nllclei of interest in this region, Specialization
energies of certain o(id-partic!e or bitals can I)r expm-tmi to give sllt)stantial incr(’a- (1

spontaneous-fission half-lives.



4 Summary and conclusions

We have discussed results obtained b} IIS{’of a new Inass model that includes C~ulo[i]h
redistribution effects, The important t3 and cd shape degrees of freedom were also included
in the calculations. These shape degrees of freedom lower the calculated ground-state
masses by up to 1.8 hleV in the region just above Pb and by up to 1.3 MeV in the Frn
region. Consideration of these effects increaws considerably the accuracy of both the
mass-model parameters and the calculated I-nasses.

The results presented here for the first time consider the above effects in a consistent
manner throughout the periodic system. Some important results on the stability of the
heaviest elements, obtained here and in recent related investigations 20147’m),are

● The inclusion of Coulomb redistribution terms in the mass model lowers the calcu-
lated mass for 272110 by about 3 hleV.

c The superheavy island is now predicted to be centered around 288110 and 2W110.

● The calculated o-decay half-lives of 272110, 2ss110 and 2W110 are 16 ms, 161 y and

43S y, respectively.

● Relative to earlier results, \ve obtain shorter spontaneous-fission half-lives in the
superheavy region, For nuclei in the vicinity of 272110 a “ballpark” value is 1 ms.
Thus some spontaneous-fission half-lives may be comparable .O cwdecay half-livm.

● Spol~tal~eous-fission half-lives may be significantly different frum the “ballpark”
valllr of 1 ms for two reasons. one is the general uncertainty of the calculations.

Another is that for odd systems specialization energies can lead to huge increases
in spontaneous-fission half-lives, with up to 10 orders of magnitude possible.

This research was supported by the German BMFT, the (J. S. Department of Energy,
and the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute,
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Comparison of experimental and calculated microscopic corrections for 1654 nuclei.
for a macroscopic model corresponding to the Finite-Range Droplet iModel. The bottom
part showing the difference between these two quantities is equivalent to the difference
between measured and calculated ground-state masses. There are almost no systematic
errors remaining for nuclei above N = 65 for which region the error is only 0.46(5 MeV,
The results shown in this figure represent our new mass model,

Fig. 2. Analogous to fig. 1, but for the Finite Range Liquid-Drop Model, which contains
no Coulomb redistribution terms. This leads to the systematic errors in the heavy region,
where the negative errors indicated that the calculated masses are systematically too high.

Fig. 3. Calculation to show model reliability in new regions of nuclei. Here we used a
smaller set of me~nsured masses to adjust the mcdel parameters than in the full calculation,
shown in fig, 1. The errors for nuclei not included in the adjustment are displayed in this
figure. The error is only 11% larger in the region to which the model parameters were
adjusted, The large deviations for the two nuclei shown as open circles, 230 and 240
probably indicate that this region of light very neutron rich nuclei is outside the range
of model applicability, Proton number S is the lower limit in terms of Z that we have
originally set for this model 17).

Fig, 4. Similar to fig. 3, hut for the mode] of von ~roote et al. 40). For this moth}l,
with postulated shell corrections rmd more adjustable parameters than in our model wittl
calcul,d~d shell corrections the error grows by more than 8070 in the new region, rclativ~
to the region where the parameters were adj~lsted. There is also A systematic incrmw in
the error with distance from stability,

Pig, ,5, Contour diagram of calculated stlf?ll-pills-t)airirlg corrections at the t=nriof the ;mi-
odic system, [Ilack squares show nuclei that arr stabk with rcwpect to ~~dcrAy w-cording
to the mass model. The well-known doubly mngic nucleus 2#~Pblzfi is amociatrd with thr
minimum in the shell correction in the lowrr-!eft-h~nd corner. Superheavy nuclei ar~ amtl-
ciated with the minimum in the ~lpl~~r-rigllt-llal~({ rornm, In otir calclilntion thr minimllrn
in the microscopic correction is Iocatml ~t “)~11417n, which is w)mcwhat di~plmvd froll~

‘gal 14104, where the minimum cwrurrrvl in tnmt wwlim ctdrulationsi of sperinl intormt
i~ the local minimum centered at “xl Iolou corrtwponding to rfrformrd n~lrlei ~~fIlnllsllnl

stabi]ity, close to the rurrtmtly ho~vimt. known t)lwlmis,
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Fig, 7. Comparison of measured i~ntl calc(tlatml o-(lccay Q values for the .V = 151 itntl
JV = 155 isotonic chains. T}Ie (~xl~(~lilll(~lltal(Iilt a are from fig. 6 of ref. ~:’), where t h(~
data are compared to predictions of t hc 1!)8S Fll I. I)\l. ‘rtlfI rww rmdlts prf=scnted hcrtt

agree with the data better. The improven]tmt IS (ltlt~ primarily to the inc]usion of C6 shape

degrees of free(iom.

Fig. S. Contour diagram of calculated half-lives with respect to o decay, correspondir~g
to the Q. values in the previous figure. For this estimatr the systematic of Viola and
Seaborg 44) were used. Black squares show nuclei that are stable with respect to J decay
according to the mass model.

Fig. 9. Contour diagram of czlculatml half- !ivcs with respect to electron t-apt tire, ,j+ (lt~(.iiy

and J?- decay, corresponding to the Q valum in tht* previous figure. A microst-(~pic QR l):\
model 45146)was used in these calculations, Black squares show nuclei that are stable with
respect to i~ decay atcording to t hc lllilSS nmtlcl,

Fig. 10. Calculated proton single-part icle leve19 in the 2s2Fm region. t.]te the spherical
magic proton gap at Z = S2 corresponding to l)b and the predicted gap at Z = 114
corresponding to the splwrical superhoavy region, Note also the deformed gap at C2% 0,25

for Z = 100.

Fig. 11. Calculated nc[ltron single-particle levels in the 252Fnl region. Note the spherical
magic neutron gap at N = 126 (.orrt~sl)otl(lir]g”to nuclei r)car Ph and the predicted gap at

N = 184 corresponding to the sptlerical sl]pmheavy rrgiono F4(jtt’also thr dt=~ormrff gap

at tz x 0,’25 for N = 152. This gap. Iogtthcr with the Z = 100 gap in the previolls figl]rv.
give Ilnustlal stability to ~~~Fmlfi2.

f~ig, 12, Calculahd proton singlr-particle Ievrls in the 2721I(I region. Note the spherical

inagic proton gap at Z = S2 (-orrf’~l)or](lillg” to l)t) ;uld t<tw prmiicte(l gap at X = I I,1
corrmpon(!ing to the sl)hvrical su[)vrl)vavy r(’gion, Note also tb d?formeff gap at f~ * 0025

for Z = 110 !lh~t dtw’clopm] in this rvgiorl of the nllclear t’hart for thww r, valum,
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leading to compact w-ission shaptw ill t hr lolver part of the tigurt’ and the or her 1~’aliillI t (,
elongated shapes in le Ilppcr part of t llt~ figllrt~. :\t a late st agr in t bt’ barrier- ptvlet rat 1o11
process, a third ‘“switchback pat 1]’”I)rall(llts [Jff fro!]) th(’ path leading to compact shal)t’s
and leads back into the valley of rlotlgatcd scission shapes. 13ecause this takes plact’
late in the barrier-penetration procms, t ht’ fission probabilities for fission into conlpitct
and elongated shapes are roughly comparable. Experimentally the probabilities diiI’cr b~’
only one order of rnagrritude. The inertia associated with fission into the Iowcr iallv}’
is considerably lower than the inertia for fissim into the upper valley, The shaded art’a
indicates one of the regions where mass asymmetric shape degr~ws of freedom were st (l~liml
in our more extensive investigation ‘y).
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